"Physics 121 Puzzle 1"
by Edward Redish

Across
1. cosmologist Iko
5. 0.239 cal
10. modest homes
14. valley
15. lab burners
16. where Tiger drives?
17. sufficient for Shakespeare
18. pipe organ settings
19. WW II battle site
20. sprightly (mus.)
22. cassava pudding
24. sort of ending
25. pressure fellow
26. not sober
29. coordinate system
30. tapestry hanging
34. Stimpy's pal
35. has a density of about 1 kg/cubic meter
36. "_______ Can Whistle," Sondheim musical
37. programming innovator
38. modern ethical behavior
40. Cambridge school
41. 3.26 ly
43. with 4D, principle of intertia
44. English unit equivalent to about 7
45. industrious insect
46. traveler's rest
47. Gabler's creator
49. smiles
51. ET vehicle
52. author of a guide to physics and family
55. merciful
59. network
60. pertaining to an atom that has lost some charge
61. ET vehicle
62. location of "The Prancing Pony"
63. Irish isle
64. 4.0 students
65. NC college
66. ring of asteroids between Mars and Jupiter
67. restrain
68. Tony winning musical

Down
1. this is needed to solve a physics problem
2. "Big ____," cosmological theory
3. "Time Machine" race
4. weighty thinker
5. jokes
6. cycle name in thermodynamics
7. pizzeria
8. this puzzle was written on one of these
9. challenging physics exam question
10. woven leg coverings
11. biblical preposition
12. soft rock
13. Greek portico
21. flightless water bird
23. two axes determine one of these
25. most of our mass is made of this
26. window treatment
27. what beavers do when you undo their work
28. throw away one's weapons
29. laptop input jack (abbr.)
31. frolics
32. licorice flavoring
33. "_______ stone," what science is not
35. former nuclear control agency
36. pub choice
38. new and old
39. cable station
42. part of a line
46. part of a shoe
47. Yoruba city
48. component of some projectile problems
50. like some college walls
51. result of worrying too much about your physics class?
52. Semite
53. dessicated
54. slanted type (abbr.)
55. refer to
56. first name in mystery
57. light gas
58. temporary lodging
61. the BB tourney Maryland would rather NOT go to
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